
Wednesday 3rd February 2021

Daily Timetable

9:00 Reading
9:45 English
10:45 Morning Break
11:00 Maths
12:00 Lunch Break
1:00 PSHE
2:00 PE
2:30 Extra Maths

ACTIVITY SHEETS ONLY 



Wednesday’s Reading Activities: Blue, Orange, Yellow & Green Groups

Word Meaning



Wednesday’s Reading Activities: Blue, Orange, Yellow & Green Groups

Word Meaning



Wednesday’s English Activities: Red Group

WALT: write sentences using capital letters and full stops. 

1) Handwriting

2) Look at the pictures and write a sentence for each.

Word Bank
Husnain   lady on a bike   beach  sand
palm trees   fisherman  boat  climber  
rope  mountain



Wednesday’s Handwriting



Click here for video to recap subtracting money

https://vimeo.com/498297373


orange, yellow, green and blue groups



1) Ron has these coins. He spends 32p.
How much does he have left?

2) What is £1 subtract 40p?

3) What is £1 subtract 35p?

4) Complete the additions to make £1 each 
time

20p + p = £1         75p + p = £1 

p + 60p = £1                      p + 95p = £1

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Complete the part-whole model.

I will exchange the 
£5 and 50p 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



£10 and 50p − £2 = £__ and __p

I will subtract the 
pounds then 

subtract the pence.

£_ and __p − 10p = £__ and __p

Complete the part-whole model.

Use this answer 
here before 
subtracting the 
pence

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



£10 and 20p − £__ = £__ and 20p

I will subtract the 
pounds then 

subtract the pence.

£__ and 20p − 10p = £__ and __p

Complete the part-whole model.
orange, yellow, green and blue groups
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Reasoning and problem solving 1 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Reasoning and problem solving 2 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups


